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Yuri Bender 

 

Good morning ladies and gentlemen, welcome once more to the Financial Times headquarters in London for the latest 

instalment in the PWM Expert Series. Our subject today is investing in European Equities. With me today, to discuss this topic 

is Thierry Rojat from the Equities division of PMB Paribas Investment Partners in Paris. And if I can just bring you finally onto 

the concluding point; if we do compare the European economy to the U.S economy, do you think there is more scope for 

European Equities to outperform relative to U.S ones very briefly? 

Thierry Rojat 

 

I think so, yeah simply because first of all the U.S is far more expensive by every standard than Europe, the growth expectation 

that you get on U.S is well priced in and despite that you can have hiccups like you had in the first quarter, so, variation is quite 

rich and as I say the IMF is sceptical about the sustainability of the growth going forward so of course it’s a long term 

appreciation. But Europe by opposition is turning around, still turning around, there’s room for surprise on gross. This gross, 

which hopefully will surprise is not priced in and you had a reform that paid off already, as I say liberal costs in peripheral 

countries, you’ve got the fiscal drag which is diminishing and significantly. A lot of people like Renzi in Italy are just pushing for 

more gross orientated measure. And you get ultimately the ECB which is still on the right foot pedal accelerator and which will 

certainly at some point will decouple from the other central banks and so you still have the comfort of seeing accommodative 

military policy for longer than elsewhere so improving roles and lastingly accommodative policy should help definitely this 

region and make it more attractive versus the US definitely. 

Y.B So despite those storm clouds in the East I’m glad that you are keeping your foot on the accelerator, Thierry, even if it’s lightly. 

Thanks very much Thierry. 

T.R 

 

You’re welcome. Thank you very much. 

 


